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 With the recent successes of “Twilight”, “True Blood”, and “The Vampire Diaries” it is 

refreshing to see that people still have room under the beds of their minds for the vampire. Film 

and television has always had a love affair with the blood thirsty creatures of the night but 

today’s media is literally saturated with them. One cannot pick up a book, go into a movie 

theater, or turn on their television without finding a set of fangs, causing the genre to feel as bled 

dry as one of the undead’s victims. A return to the vampire’s origins in film seems like the 

transfusion audiences desperately need.  

 Director F.W. Murnau’s reimaging of Bram Stoker’s Dracula delivers chills in the same 

ways films do today but with an added flair, thanks mostly to the film’s chief antagonist Count 

Orlok (Max Shrek). In the film, the mysterious Count has become interested in purchasing new 

property from Knock (Alexander Granach), the local real estate broker in a crowded German 

village. Knock then sends his best employee, Hutter (Gustav von Wangenheim), away from his 

loving wife Ellen (Greta Shrӧder) and off to the land of ghosts and thieves to help seal the deal 

with the Count. Along Hutter’s journey is where Murnau’s directing style really begins to shine 

by beginning to show the audience just a few of the real creatures that feed on the living to 

survive, like his fictional monster does. Once at the castle, audiences are introduced to one of 

cinema’s most iconic villains in Max Shrek’s Count Orlok. The pointy-eared, rodent-like 

monster quickly sets his plans into motion by feeding on Hutter and preparing for his long 

journey to the village where he will be Hutter and Ellen’s new neighbor. The race is on as Hutter 



must escape from the Count’s castle and make it home before the nocturnal fiend, who has begun 

picking off crew members along his sea vessel’s journey. 

 Shrek’s portrayal of Orlok is the crown jewel in a movie already littered with gems. Few 

actors have created as fearsome a persona as Shrek, and he does it without sound or any kind of 

gore whatsoever. Instead of splattering the screen with blood, Murnau instead uses the hunt to 

get the audience’s blood pumping. Orlok manages to rack up a high body count but none of that 

is as terrifying as when he is stalking a crew member trapped with him on the ship.  

 The only performance of the film that chills the blood more than Orlok’s is Gustav von 

Wangenheim’s Hutter but sadly for very opposite reasons. Wangenheim’s reactions in the film 

would make any performing mime blush. Early in the film when he is given his task of traveling 

to the land of ghosts and thieves, one could almost believe the actor was not even told what the 

title card would read. He smiles toothily at anything breathing and later cowers like a buffoon in 

the presence of Orlok. It is fortunate that Wangenheim is paired with other competent actors to 

help recover any scenes he stumbles through, actors like Greta Shrӧder (Ellen) who bravely 

plays one of film’s earliest female heroines. Ellen might not quite be “Buffy the Vampire Slayer” 

but she is far more heroic then most female leads of the time period. It is Ellen and Ellen alone 

who realizes what evil has befallen her town and she chooses to act rather than watch everyone 

she knows and cares about die at the hands of Orlok.  

 “Nosferatu” uses creepy visuals and a terrifying lead actor to get people into theaters but 

another way it scares audiences is far more real. In the film, once Orlok arrives and begins to kill 

the town’s people, the local government very quickly blames the mysterious deaths on a plague. 

Murnau beautifully shows how people blindly follow their governments in the hope of a crisis 



being resolved without any effort on their part. The citizens in the town can only accept the 

answers they are given and are not expected to look any further than that. This may not be as 

scary as watching Orlok sink his fangs into someone but the idea of blind obedience in the face 

of an unknown threat would make even Edward Cullen’s heart skip a beat.   


